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This annual residential course for teachers was held at Edinburgh Napier University, 17 – 20
June. It attracted a mixture of experienced teachers and student teachers of design & technology
and science, from Scotland and England. The aim of converting them into ‘Plasticians’ was
achieved by exposing them to various aspects of the chemistry, engineering and design associated
with plastics and rubber, through lectures and group discussions from Edinburgh Napier University
staff and guest lecturers: Diane Aston on 'IOM3 Schools
Affiliate Scheme’ and Colin Williamson on ’History of
Plastics’. The hands-on practical sessions were as popular
as ever, covering polymer processing and materials
testing and providing the teachers with many photo
opportunities and samples to take back to the classroom.
Tuesday was taken up with visits to three polymer companies,
Carron Phoenix, D S Smith Plastics Foam Products and Carclo
Technical Plastics. That evening the teachers were able to relax at the course dinner. The chief guest and after
dinner speaker was Clive Thompson, Court Assistant and Chairman of the Polymer Committee of the
Worshipful Company of Horners, the main sponsor of the Polymer Study Tours. On the final day
plastics identification was first on the agenda, followed by more time in the polymer workshop and
advanced materials centre to ‘make and break’. The afternoon session included a lecture on
‘Sustainability’. Once again SPRA sponsored two teachers. Companies are urged to consider
sponsoring a teacher in 2013 and making links with local schools.
For details of the 2013 Polymer Study Tour email C.Hindle@napier.ac.uk

SPRA Meeting with MP

Fergus Hardie, SPRA Immediate Past
President and Managing Director of
Hardie Polymers Ltd, and Philip Law,
Public and Industrial Affairs Director at the
British Plastics Federation, met with Jo
Swinson Liberal Democrat MP for East
Dunbartonshire, on 29th June to discuss the
strategic future of the UK plastics industry.
Jo Swinson, an ardent campaigner against
over-packaging, has been running a campaign
to reduce the amount of packaging, increase
recycling and divert packaging from landfill.
Fergus and Philip
persuaded Jo that the
UK plastics industry
has a key role to play
in the UK economy
and in exports, and
Fergus highlighted issues which have proved
unhelpful in getting the real message across.
Jo was encouraged by the growth that Hardie
Polymers is experiencing in the UK market
this year; she was particularly impressed by
the efforts of Hardie Polymers to break into
the Indian market.
Likewise she welcomed the plastic industry’s
message and record on sustainability. She
conceded the plastics industry was not at fault
in the over packaging of products and that it
was already reducing the amount of material
used. She suggested that retailers should be
acting more responsibly in this regard.
www.hardiepolymers.com

Inspiring Plastics

The Fantastic Plastic lectures held in 2011 left
a positive and interesting impact upon the Product
Design pupils at Newbattle Community High
School, Dalkeith. The wide range of
information regarding the mechanical properties
of plastics and composites gave
rise to some enhanced imagination
in the pupils’ design work in
courses at Newbattle. The Higher
grade pupils were able to use
much of their new found
knowledge to design impact
resistant cutlery and kitchen utensils as well as
including possibilities from the information and
technology used in the development of self
cleaning laundry bags. The four Advanced
Higher grade pupils, watched the BBC
documentary - ‘Walking with the Wounded’.
The resulting brainstorm put the theme of
injured and wounded service personnel together
with the new discoveries made during the
Fantastic Plastic lecture and resulted in an idea
that they might be able to re-design the
approach to prosthetics development. The pupils
met with David Gow (Smart Centre, Astley
Ainslie Hospital, Edinburgh), who has been
involved with the design and manufacture of all
kinds of ability aids, prosthetics and bionic
engineering. With Mr Gow’s guidance and their
own research the pupils were able to produce
innovative designs for a range of prosthetics.
Richard Watt – Teacher of Product Design
Newbattle Community High School
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Dinner Dance 2013

The 2013 SPRA Dinner Dance will
be held on Friday 8th March at the
Glasgow Crowne Plaza. Following
the success of the 2012 event now is
the time for company hosts to think
about booking tables for 2013 so that
their guests can enjoy the customary
evening of good food, fine wine and
excellent company. The guest speaker
will be one of Scotland’s top afterdinner speakers, Peter Brown and the
regular band, Life and Soul will be
sure to get the feet tapping.

For tickets and more details, contact:
David Barlow

Tel: 0131 440 5417 Fax: 0131 448 0679

david@davidbarlow.co.uk

Kibosh - from Concept to Commercialisation

At the June SPRA meeting, Ross Dickinson, inventor of the Kibosh Emergency Pipe Repair,
shared his experiences of taking his invention to market, with an audience including teachers
engaged on the Polymer Study Tour. The device is intended for professional and un-skilled
use to stop the flow from a burst or accidentally perforated pipe until a full repair can be carried
out. Clamping application is achieved manually so that no tools are required.
Ross, who runs Emerald Plumbing and Heating, had become
frustrated that there was no device on the market which would clamp
onto a burst pipe to stem the flow and allow continuity of supply until
a permanent repair could be carried out. He took his idea of a
manually operated clamp incorporating a rubber seal to a local
toolmaker and moulder, Cademuir Toolmaking Ltd located in
Selkirk. The outcome was a simple two part body and a lever clamping
operation, specifically for the popular size of pipe (15 mm). Ross discovered that there was no
British Standard test related to his invention and he had to set about devising his own test rig.
The rig and test results impressed British Standards Institution so much that Kibosh is now on
the path to having its own BS number and Kite Mark. Design protection only covers the
appearance of the design and Ross had to embark on a full patent application, which was
a drain on tight resources, but the patent, GB2480131, was granted in April 2012.
Ross stressed that he had been keen to keep manufacture local if
possible and he involved local moulders, Cademuir, McLaren
Plastics and Glossbrook during the development phase. The
current production is being undertaken by Cademuir in
Selkirk. Initial sales, expressions of satisfaction from plumbing
professional and return sales were very encouraging. However to
broaden the distribution and gain entry to larger chain stores, Ross realised that he had to go
into partnership with a larger organisation. Rothenberger fitted the bill ideally and, since
entering into partnership in March 2012, the Rothenberger Kibosh Emergency Pipe Repair
System is now being rolled out globally. Already, with economy of scale, the price has dropped
as production volume is ramping up.
See the SPRA or Kibosh websites for more information.
Charlie Geddes, Honorary Secretary
www.kiboshpiperepair.com

DATES FOR
YOUR DIARY

2012
Tuesday 02 October
‘Lean Thinking’
Kerry Cochran (Lean Business
Solutions)
University of Strathclyde
6.30 for 7.00pm
Tuesday 16 October
‘R W Thomson Lecture’
Prof W Bonfield (University of
Cambridge)
Venue TBC
Time TBC
Thursday 29 November
‘Polypropylene: from Monomer to
Market’
Scott Jackson and Alan Sorrie
(Ineos Olefins & Polymers)
Ineos Exhibition Centre,
Grangemouth
6.30 for 7.00 pm

Congratulations

Amongst the many Edinburgh Napier
University students graduating in the
Usher Hall on Thursday 21 June were two
SPRA Prize-winners, both achieving 1st
Class Honours Degrees: Stuart Martin
BEng Honours (1st Class) Polymer Engineering
and Ross Henderson BSc Honours (1st
Class) Product Design Engineering.
The Future of Additive Manufacturing (AM)
Also graduating PhD were Zurine Hermandez
A report has been produced by the AM Special Interest Group of the Technology Strategy and Jonathan Smuga (SPRA student
Board (AM SIG) on how Additive Manufacturing (AM) Technologies (stereolithography, member).
selective laser sintering, 3-D printing etc) have the potential to change our approach to
Colin Hindle, SPRA Education Officer
manufacturing complex shapes.
Most of the AM techniques involve selective addition of layers of material to build up a
New Corporate Members
complex shape. Compared to conventional manufacture of 3-D shapes with polymers AM
Technologies are digitally controlled, do not require a mould and use less material. However the The SPRA welcomes two new Corporate
Members, Sumitomo (SHI) Demag UK
machine tools are still being developed and the cost of material is high.
joined earlier this year and Oran
The AM approach fits better with high value added manufacture than with
Environmental Solutions Ltd is our
mass production. It has applications in different parts of the production cycle,
newest member.
such as prototyping, tooling and part production. The main attraction is the
Many are already aware of Sumitomo
ease of producing highly complex shapes, with more design freedom than
(SHI) Demag UK as a supplier of plastic
with moulding and the elimination of expensive tooling. AM helps to compress
processing machinery under its former
the supply chain and shorten lead times to market. However the report warns that AM is not the names, Demag Hamilton and Hamilton
panacea to all manufacturing problems and there is a tendency to over-sell its potential. The Plastics Machinery.
main drivers for AM Technologies are increased design freedom and supply chain effi- http://uk.sumitomo-shi-demag.eu
ciency although product customisation is important for automotive, healthcare and creative industry sectors with efficiency of materials usage and energy consumption for the aerospace Oran Environmental Solutions Ltd provides
an integrated waste management and recycling
sector.
To rationalise discussion on AM Technologies, the AM SIG has provided a helpful service, with particular emphasis on
categorisation of techniques and the report identifies a number of technological, commercial recycling, material recovery and reduction
and educational barriers to the application of AM Technologies as a new approach to of waste to landfill.
manufacturing. It also carries out a SWOT analysis of how the UK can drive forward www.oran-es.co.uk
AM technologies and concludes by suggesting several strategic options open to the UK.
Sheena Geddes, SPRA Membership Secretary
https://connect.innovateuk.org/web/materialsktn
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